Manual A&K MINI

Cards and key chain*

For easy access we recommend putting the main card in front. Otherwise pull the stack up at one corner and fan the cards out.

The key chain goes behind the cards with the ring to the left, this way you can tuck the keys under the vertical elastic. Through the cut out in the key chain you can fan the cards out without having to pull up the key chain.

*The Key chain is not included in the wallet, but can be ordered separately.

Change, receipts and tickets

Change needs to go in the compartment on the side of the flap (otherwise it can slip out). To close the compartment push the flap into the opposite compartment where you can also store receipts, tickets or paper money.

Hint: To access the change easily, hold the compartment open with your index finger and pour the change on the flap. To get it back in just slide it from the flap into the compartment.

How to fold paper money

Put the biggest bill at the bottom and the others on top. Fold them into half.

... fold them into half again and push them into the insertion slide-in or the compartment for receipts and tickets.

Fold new bills as described and add them to the others. No need to get all bills out, if you get a new one.

This manual can be downloaded at www.andersundkomisch.de